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WEEKDAYS

YEAR OF COMMEMORATION
OF HOLOCAUST VICTIMS IN LITHUANIA
On September 21, 2010, the
Lithuanian Parliament passed
a decree declaring 2011 the
year of the Commemoration of
Holocaust Victims in Lithuania: In expressing its sincere
respect to the victims of the
Holocaust, in emphasising
that the loss of the Jews of Lithuania during the time of the
Nazi occupation is a huge and
tragic part of our common history, in denouncing the genocide of the Jews that was carried out in Lithuania by the Nazis and their collaborators during the time of the Nazi occupation, in continuing the policy consolidated in the Constitution of the Republic of Lithuania of the harmonious cohabitation of nations and the
fight against any manifestations of anti-Semitism, Parliament has declared 2011 the

year of the Commemoration of
Holocaust Victims in Lithuania.
The decree suggests that a
programme dedicated to the
commemoration of Holocaust
vi c t i m s an d t h e h o n o u r i n g o f
fellow citizens who fought
against fascism and who rescued Jews, and to the restoration and preservation of the historical and cultural heritage of
Lithuanias Jews, be prepared
and confirmed by November 1,
2010, and that funds be found
to finance said programme.
EDITORIAL NOTE:
The Lithuanian Jewish community has not, and never will
forget its robbed, tortured, and
murdered parents, brothers and
sisters, close and distant relatives - all of the Lithuanian
Jews who were killed by the Na-

zis and their local collabora tors. The spiritual memory of
the Jewish people embraces
not a year or a hundred years,
but thousands of years. They
carry that memory and grief in
t h e i r h e a r t s d a i l y, a n d t h e y
hand it down to their children
and grandchildren.
The question of the preservation of the physical commemoration of the tragedy remains. Specifically - the appropriate maintenance of nearly two
hundred memorials and graves
of Holocaust victims, as well as
old Jewish cemeteries. Regional Jewish communities take
care of these sacred places, but
they are small, and they dont
have the means to secure and
maintain the memorials and
graveyards, as well as to eliminate the consequences of attacks by vandals.

To Chair of the Parliament of the Republic
of Lithuania, Irena Degutienë
Honourable Madam Irena Degutienë, The Jewish Community of Lithuania thanks the Lithuanian State for its decision on September 21, 2010 to declare a
year of commemoration of the residents of Lithuania who became victims of the Holocaust. The
decision includes expressions of
sincere respect for the victims of
the Holocaust. We trust that the
Lithuanian public will become
more familiar not only with the
history of the Holocaust, but also with the history of the Jews of
Lithuania, and that the Lithuanian government, together with

the Jewish Community of Lithuania and other interested organisations will develop a programme to commemorate the victims
of the Holocaust.
Several days after this decision, on September 28, 2010, the
Lithuanian Parliament passed a
decision to declare 2011 the
year of the commemoration of the
defense of freedom and great
losses.
The Jewish Community of Lithuania has already declared its
evaluation of the events of 1941
and of the provisional Lithuanian
government, as well as of the no-

tion of two genocides (declaration copy attached). We believe
that the title Year of Commemoration of Great Losses is also
related to the Jews of Lithuania.
It should not be forgotten that
the mass killing of Jews began
in June 1941. We believe that
the Jewish community should be
included in the programme for
the Year of the Commemoration
of Great Losses, and that the
events should be co-ordinated
with the Jewish Community of Lithuania.
Respectfully,
Simonas Alperavièius

NO PLACE FOR A MONUMENT

Flame of Hope is the title of a institutions, including the Lithuamonument to the tens of thousands nian Jewish Community, Ministries
of victims of the Vilna Ghetto, that of Culture and of Foreign Affairs, Dewas unveiled in the courtyard of the partment of Cultural Heritage, and
Youth and Puppet Theatres on Oc- both theatres, discussed how to matober 5, 2000. During the war years ke the monument accessible to the
the courtyard was the site of a Je- public.
wish school and theatre, that was
There are two possibilities: eitdestroyed, along with
her to move the sculptuthe Vilna Ghetto, on
re to another site, or to
September 23, 1943.
mend the entrance into
The Flame of Hope
the courtyard.
sculpture is a reminder
Knowing the prevaiof those events, and
ling attitude in Lithuania
was created by sculpregarding Jewish motor Leonard Nierman,
numents and commewho lives in Mexico. Fimorative indicators, the
nancial support for the
LJC would like the mowork came from the Innument to remain in the
ternational Art Foundacommon Youth and
tion, US Commission
Puppet Theatre courfor the Preservation of
tyard, and to have it acHeritage Abroad, and
cessible to the public.
private sponsors.
The International Art
According to presiFoundation is asking that
dent of the International
the monument be moArt Foundation, Shelly
ved elsewhere, becauRybak-Person, who saw
se it is not accessible
to the construction of
through the closed yard.
this sculpture in memoBut there is no money to
Flame of hope
ry of all those who wemove it, and we will prore killed during the Hobably decide not to molocaust, they (the Lithuanian go- ve it but to make it more accessible,
vernment - ed.) used this monument - said I.Grigaitienë.
as a means to show off, to get into
It has been decided to appeal
the EU, and then returned to the an- to the municipality because there
ti-Semitism which has always exis- is no money in other institutions.
ted there. According to her, the loAccording to acting LJC direccal officials always find a reason for tor Simon Gurevichius: The LJC
keeping people away from the sculp- wants only one thing: that the sculpture. The latest is that pipes running ture be accessible and visible to
beneath it need to be fixed.
everyone. But if the decision is maAt the present time it is difficult de to move the sculpture elsewheto get into the courtyard: it is under re, it should remain in the territory
renovation.
of the Vilna Ghetto, because of its
Obviously the sculpture doesnt historical association, - said S.Gulook very nice, because of the re- revich. He mentioned places like
novations, and the Youth Theatre the Rûdninkø St. courtyard, site of
isnt willing to let people in by bot- the Judenrat during the war period,
hering its own security people, - or the Rûdninkø Square, which alsaid Ministry of Culture represen- ready has a sculpture dedicated to
tative Irma Grigaitienë.
Dr. Tzemach Shabad.
J of L inf.
Representatives from various

FOR THE THIRD TIME, LITHUANIA MEETS WITNESSES IN UNIFORM
The Israeli Ministry of Defence
organises excursions for soldiers
to European countries in an effort
to acquaint Israeli defence army
soldiers with the history of European Jews, with the prospering of
Jewish communities, and their annihilation during the time of the Second World War. The programme
is called Witness in uniform. Over
the past ten years, Lithuania has
been visited by three groups of
Witnesses in uniform: in 2003,
2007, and on July 27-28, 2010.
This year, on July 27, approximately 200 people, Witnesses in
uniform, flew into Kaunas on an
Israeli plane. After going through
border control, they travelled to the
Ninth Fort to honour the more than
30,000 people who were exterminated here - Jews from Kaunas,
and Jews who were deported from
France and Germany. At the monument to the dead, the soldiers
heard an account by the guide of
the tragedy of the Jews of Kaunas
during the Second World War, and
spoke a prayer in memory of the
deceased.
On their way to Vilnius, the
Witnesses in uniform stopped
briefly in Þieþmariai, which has not
had any Jews for nearly seventy
years, but which is the site of one
of the few wooden synagogues remaining in Europe - a masterpiece of wooden architecture. The
building needs restoration and

conservation, but the state has no
funds for such a task.
In Vilnius the Israeli soldiers
walked along the city streets from
the centre to the sole surviving synagogue, Taharat ha-Kodesh,
where they took part in evening
prayers.
On the morning of July 28, the
Israelis, together with Lithuanian
soldiers, honoured the memory of
the Lithuanian citizens who had
died while defending the Vilnius television tower. They placed wreaths
at the monument to the dead. Later the Israelis were taken on an
excursion through the former Vilna Ghetto.
A commemoration in honour of
70,000 killed Vilnius Jews was held
in Paneriai, after which the Witnesses in uniform headed via the
Lazdijai border post towards the
Polish town of Belostok. On their
way the Israelis stopped in the
Rûdninkø forest, the site during the
Second World War of anti-Nazi
partisan groups that included
Jews, former prisoners who had
managed to escape from the ghetto. Armed struggle against the Nazis and their Lithuanian helpers
was their sole means of survival.
***
EDITORIAL NOTE: Several
days before the arrival of the Witnesses in uniform to Lithuania, director of MOD international relations and operations Robertas

ced by Moscow. Who might they
have been? - Jewish partisans, of
course, who managed to escape
inevitable death in the ghetto, and
who fought against the Nazis and
their local collaborators. At that time Moscow was a member of the
anti-Hitlerite coalition, and supplied
active partisan groups in Nazi occupied territories, including in Lithuania, because the partisans also
belonged to the anti-Hitlerite coalition. If the routing of formations of
Hitlers army and its collaborators
in Lithuania seems a regretful fact
to the author, then its understandable why he is so irritated with
Moscow. Jewish partisans did in
fact contribute to the smashing of
the Hilterites and their helpers in
Lithuania.
Like the sound of a tuning fork,
the inciteful heading of the article
announces to the readers that Israeli soldiers will not pay their respects to Lithuanian partisan leaders because, according to the
author, certain influential Zionist
organisations call resistants who
fought against the Soviets Jewshooters who evaded the international tribunal for war criminals.
How Zionist organisations are related to this fact is apparently
known only to A.Aleksandravièius
himself.
Among those who fought
against the anti-Hitlerite coalition
and who are known to A.Aleksand-

ravièius as Lithuanian partisans,
were a fair number of Nazi helpers
who took part in the killing of Lithuanian Jews. Therefore there is no
question of the Israelis, as representatives of the Jewish people,
expressing respect to their memory. And the aforementioned Zionists have nothing to do with it:
the Israeli army is depoliticised.
R.Ðapronas explained to the
media representatives that the visit by the Israeli soldiers is in total
accordance with regulations
a p p l i e d i n L i t h u a n i a for such
events. He stated: This visit will
strengthen Lithuanian and Israeli
military and diplomatic relations,
it will not cause any negative consequences, nor any need for
supplementary state funds to receive the Israeli soldiers. But
A.Aleksandravièius cant lay off:
The bill for the delegations lunches,
dinners, breakfasts, and lodgings will
be paid for out of funds designated to the budget of the Ministry of
Defence.
J of L asked head of the MOD
personal relations department Rita Putnikienë for an explanation,
and received a reply by word, as
well as copies of documents that
show that the cost of the visit by
the Witnesses in uniform was
paid for by the Israeli Ministry of
Defence, and the Israeli embassy
in Lithuania and Latvia.
REVIEWER

Its not the first time that J of
L is writing about the fact that
in their articles certain journalists - whether to incite national
discord or because of a lack of
comprehension - try to emphasise the nationality of a person,
when the topic concerns Jews
(see Why the Jews, J of L,
2009, Nr.5-6).
We find that same disorder
in an article by Agnë Adomaitë,
entitled Professional guide tos-

WHAT IS THE EXCURSION LEADERS BLOOD?

Jewish blood? How does the
blood of a Jewish guide differ
from the blood of guides and
people of all other nationalities?
And how did the journaist manage to find out the structure of
Jewish blood? In a democratic country, doesnt reference to
national blood violate the professional ethics of a journalist
working for the democratic
press?
REVIEWER

ses out ideas to Gargþdai, in
the Klaipëda regional newspaper Banga (see Banga,
2010 04 10, Nr.26(8872), p. 2).
The article refers to the fact that
Chaimas Bargmanas, who has
been working as an excursion
guide for seventeen years, came to Gargþdai, where he exchanged ideas with regional

Ðapronas gave a press conference, and presented media representatives with the necessary information regarding the two-day
visit by the Israeli soldiers.
Not all of the news informers,
including the Ûkininko patarëjas
newspaper, made appropriate use
of the information. In an article entitled Will Israeli soldiers show
respect for Lithuanian partisan leaders?, Arnoldas Aleksandravièius, apparently anxious about
Lithuanian security, writes: For the
third time in the last decade, armed Israelis will have entered Lithuanian territory unchecked either
by the state border security patrol
or customs posts, and without even
the simplest border formalities,
which are mandatory even for foreign civilians from third countries.
According to him, 200 Israeli soldiers and police would arrive in
Lithuania, totally armed and with
military crew and ammunition, and
he goes on to provide the names
of nine types of armaments. Its
enough to make ones hair stand
on end: 200 soldiers wearing camouflage uniforms, with helmets,
armed vests, night vision apparatus, backpacks dripping with nine
machine guns, automatics, and
pistols, will be landing on Lithuanian territory - an Apocalyptic image.
A.Aleksandravièius continues:
the partisans were reds, finan-

municipal administration director Èeslovas Banevièius and director of the Tourism Information Centre Daiva Buivydienë on
how to improve local excursions. He visited the local ethnographic museum, and showed the staff members his bibliographic discovery - a Lithuanian telephone book from 1940,

which he allowed them to copy.
Note the first sentence in this
article: Chaimas Bargmanas, a
professional guide with Jewish
blood from Kaunas knows how
to interest people and develop
tourism.
Why did the author need
such a, to put it mildly, strange
description? To what end the

